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|Super Sport: Kenny Carr
When Kenny Carr cranks

up and really starts to roll, he
is one of the best college
basketball players in the
country.
Kenny stars for the North

Carolina State University
Wolfpack.
He is an outstanding

shooter. Last season, he
ranked as one of the leading
college scorers in the country.
He also played on the U.S.

Olympic team that won a gold
medal in Montreal.

Unlike a lot of college stars, ¦ ^J
Kenny got a late start in basketball. He never
played the game seriously until the ninth grade.
By the time he was a senior, he made PrepAll-American.

Off the court he is a likable, soft-spoken fellow.
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Waqic Tricks^
The Old Ice Cube Trick! I
Say: "I can lift this ice cube out of water
without touching it." .f^ji
«**! . . 1 > \ I 3P J
What to do: Soak a piece of
string in water. Let it
dangle so it touches and
lays on top of the ice cube.
Now sprinkle salt on the ice
cube. Keep the string on it
while you slowly count to
10.
Now pick up the ice cube
with the string. You didn't
touch the cube at all! Very
tricky.
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